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Optimization for petric network quality

management process of lean

production mode oriented at

customized products

Fei Shang1, Xiaobo Nie1

Abstract. In order to enhance improvement for optimized performance for quality man-
agement process of lean production mode oriented at customized products, method for quality
management process optimization based on Petri network mode optimization was proposed. First
of all, process optimization for quality management of lean production mode oriented at customized
products was conducted with design of schedule optimization model under Cloud environment. Be-
sides, time-sequence model for optimal system of quality management process was described and
optimization constraint was simplified with Petri network model. Dimensionality reduction for bi-
nary input of system state space was realized with Finite Automaton (DFA) to reduce complexity
of the model. Eventually, validity of algorithm for was verified with simulation experiment.
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1. Introduction

Process calculation for quality management of lean production mode oriented at
customized product that serves as a new business service mode is a new generation
of high-speed network computation and service platform. With constant increase
of its system scale and calculation performance, schedule optimization with high
efficiency is a subject attracting great attention. Overhead of production process has
become the primary one overhead for lean production and operation of production
enterprises. High energy consumption can cause not only high computation overhead
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but also instability of system and pollution of environment. Improving computing
performance only doesn’t conform to requirement for computing development of
quality management process obviously. It is one of effective methods to combine
computing performance and schedule optimization for quality management process
of high-effective lean production mode.

High-effective optimization schedule for computing system of large-scale heteroge-
neous quality management process is a complex optimization problem with multiple
targets, dynamic constrain, and real-time preference characteristics. On the one
hand, as a commercial computing platform, that realizing service profit maximiza-
tion is one of the targets is needed. However, customer need for different computing
tasks is met at the same time. For instance, some customers tend to computing
performance (the faster, the better), while some prefer to computing overhead (the
more energy-saving, the better). On the other hand, complex computing system
of quality management process has characteristics in heterogeneous computational
node, dynamic change of available resources, and preference of real-time change of
management demand and so on. In traditional meaning, simple schedule strategy
and predefined single target optimization method based on decision preference can-
not meet the requirement of its complex computing demand of multiple targets,
dynamic condition of resource constrain, and real-time change of preference change.
Therefore, there is significant meaning for researching optimization schedule method
with multiple targets under computing environment of quality management process.

In order to improve performance for process optimization for quality management
of lean production mode oriented at customized products for the Paper, process op-
timization for quality management of lean production mode oriented at customized
products was designed with schedule optimization model under Cloud environment
and optimization constraint was simplified with Petri network model. Dimensional-
ity reduction for binary input of system state space was realized with Finite Automa-
ton (DFA) to reduce complexity of the model. Validity of algorithm for is verified
with simulation experiment.

2. Schedule optimization model under Cloud environment

System structure of task schedule for computing system of quality management
process is shown in Fig. 1. It includes user’s task, middleware of task schedule,
and heterogeneous computer cluster. Middle ware of task schedule is core module
in it and it includes DAG generation of computing task, decision for optimization
schedule plan, and computing ask allocation. One important target for middleware
of task schedule is to satisfy Server Level Agreement (SLA) of customer as possible
and improve Quality of Service (QoS) of computing system at the same time.

When schedule optimization computing of multiple targets is oriented at produc-
tion process, two computing models shown in the Fig.2 can be used for middleware of
task schedule. Traditional computing mode that weighted sum of predefined prefer-
ence is used for converting multiple optimization targets to single target optimization
is shown in Fig. 2. Among others, preference weigh of optimization target needs
to be preset and general optimization result is single solution. Diversified real-time
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dynamic preference decision cannot be realized with infinite decision space. How-
ever, another optimization process that can be used is shown in Fig. 2. First of all,
scheduling problem is defined as optimal problem with multiple targets. After opti-
mal computing is conducted with high-effective optimal algorithm, Pareto optimal
schedule solution set of entire decision space (eclectic non-inferior solution set for
all optimization target) is obtained. Then real-time decision preference is generated
according to dynamic constraint of resource, demand of system stability, profit pref-
erence of service system, and system management preference of computing system
of current quality management process for Paret. Eclectic solution serves as final
schedule scheme. Compared with the first method, this computing mode is more
flexible in choosing space of decision and it fits the dynamic characteristic of com-
plex large-scale computing system of quality management process. However, it has
higher requirement for performance of optimization algorithm with multiple targets
and it is core part. Effort is spared to analyze optimization algorithm with multiple
targets for production process and performance under Cloud environment in Fig.2.

User 1 User 2 User 3 User n

Task DAK model and system 
information

Task scheduler Task allocation

C1 C2 C3 Cm

…

Middleware of 

task scheduling

Scheduling queue and 

computing constrain

Regional queue…

 
  Fig. 1. System structure for task schedule under cloud environment

3. Solution to Petri network based on infinite automaton

3.1. Time sequence of OTC system- conflicting model of
Petri net

Petri network is a directed weighed bipartite graph consisting of two kinds of
nodes, including place, transition, connection, and token and it is shown in the
Fig.3.

In above time sequence model, P = {p1, · · · , p5} indicates place, t = {t1, t2, t3}
indicates transition, and black point in the Fig. 3 indicates token and they are
in corresponding problem area, strategic pass, and produced product respectively.
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Fig. 2. Decision process of schedule middleware

 
  Fig. 3. Petri network model

Especially, it is always regarded that weight of each link arc belongs to {0, 1} and
there are not multiple sides. Under this situation, relation of place-transition is
presented by the occurrence matrix and it allocates a non-negative integer (weight)
for each input arc (from transition to place) and output arc (from place to transition).
And incidence matrix of input arc and output arch of each car can be presented as:
B̂+ ∈ {0, 1}n×m and B̂− ∈ {0, 1}n×m, and it satisfies:

B̂ = B̂+ − B̂− . (1)

Petri network model of undirected OTC system can be constructed based on
state space model. Transition rule of Petri network can be defined with constraint,
and G2 can be defined as:

G2 = diag
(
B̂−, · · · , B̂−

)
∈ RmS×mS . (2)

Inclusion relation among constraints is focused here for reducing constraint amount
and the following lemma can be obtained:

Theorem 1: considering x̂vs ∈ M,M =
{
η ∈ {0, 1}n

∣∣1T · η = 1
}
, s = 1, · · · , S,

x
∑
vs (0) ∈ {0, 1}n, in case the former two formulas in formula (1) satisfy it, the

third formula is also true.
Prove: according to formula (4)- formula (10), it can be obtained that the fol-
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lowing formula is true for s = 1, · · · , S, 0 ≤ k ≤M − 1:

x̂vs(k + 1) = Âx̂vs(k) + (B̂+ − B̂−)ûvs(k) . (3)

Besides, it can be obtained from the former two formulas in formula (1):

0 ≤ x̂vs(k)− B̂−ûvs(k) ≤ Âx̂vs(k) + (B̂+ − B̂−)ûvs(k) . (4)

As for s = 1, · · · , S, 0 ≤ k ≤ M − 1, it can be obtained from formula (14) and
formula (11):

0 ≤ Ax̂vs(k) + (B̂+ − B̂−)ûvs(k)

= Âax̂
v(k) + B̂aû

v(k) = x̂vs(k + 1) ≤ 1
(5)

It can be obtained according to (3-5)

0 ≤ x̂vs(k)− B̂−ûvs(k) ≤ Âx̂vs(k) + (B̂+ − B̂−)ûvs(k)

≤
S∑
s=1
{Âx̂vs(k) + B̂vs û(k)}

(6)

As for s = 1, · · · , S, 0 ≤ k ≤M − 1, it can be obtained according to formula (1)
so as to conclude that:

S∑
s=1

ûvsc1(k) + ûvsc2(k) ≤ 1,

S∑
s=1

uvsd1(k) + uvsd2(k) ≤ 1 . (7)

As for 0 ≤ k ≤ M − 1, ûvsc1 and ûvsc2 are strategic pass of convergence region, x̂vsC
and ûvsC are strategic pass of diverging area. It can be obtained from formula (4):

x̂vsC (k + 1) = x̂vsC (k) + ûvsc1(k) + ûvsc2(k)− ûvsC (k) . (8)

As for 0 ≤ k ≤M − 1, it can be obtained according to formula (8) and the third
formula of formula (1):

S∑
s=1

xvsC (k + 1)⇔
S∑
s=1

{xvsC (k) + ûvsc1(k) + ûvsc2(k)− ûvsC (k)} ≤ 1 . (9)

Therefore, it can be obtained in combination with formula (4) and formula (1):

S∑
s=1

{ûvsd1(k) + ûvsd2(k)} ≤
S∑
s=1

xvsd (k) . (10)

Therefore, lemma 1 is proved to be true. Necessary initial condition of lemma
1 is x̂vs (0) and x

∑
vs (0), because the former two formulas of formula (10) must be

true in initial time.
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3.2. Finite automaton method

Node in finite automaton indicates active discrete dynamics model in discrete
time.

Assumption 1: finite automaton provides linked directed graph where two ends
of each arc connect to some nodes and there is at least one input arc and one output
arc for each node. In case the assumption is true, it can be marked with A.

According to relation for input arc and output arc of finite automaton, implicit
structure form of system is given as shown in Fig. 4 [14]:

Eξ(k + 1) = Fξ(k), ξ(k) ∈ {0, 1}n
′+m′

, ξ(0) ∈ Ξ0(δ0) (11)

Where, Ξ0(δ0) = (η ∈ {0, 1}n
′+m′

|1T } · η = 1, E,F ∈ {0, 1}n
′×(n′+m′), Eη = δ0 ∈

MD,MD = {η ∈ (0, 1}n’|1T · η = 1}. And the following theorem can be obtained:
Theorem 2: With designated δ0 ∈ MD, considering implicit system (11), it

satisfies assumption A and permutation matrix P ∈ (0, 1)(n
′+m′)×(n′+m′) satisfies

EP =
[
In′Ẽ

]
, where Ẽ ∈ {0, 1}n

′×m′
. Then, under transformation of coordinates:[

x̂D
ûD

]
:=

[
In′ Ẽ

Om′×n′ Im′

]
P−1ξ (12)

Implicit system (12) is equal to the following state formula:
x̂D(k + 1) = ÂDx̂D(k) + B̂DûD(k)

ĈDx̂D(k) + D̂DûD(k) ≤ ĜD
x̂D(k) ∈ Rn′

, ûD(k) ∈ {0, 1}m
′

x̂D(0) = ΓDδ0, ûD(0) ∈ {0, 1}m
′

(13)

Where ÂD := F̃a, B̂D := −F̃aẼ + F̃b, ĈD := −Im′ , D̂D := −Ẽ, ĜD := 0n’,
ΓD := Im′ , [F̃aF̃b] := FP .

 
  Fig. 4. Finite automaton

Considering problems of path and route, schedule module of product produced
with Petri network based on formula (1) can be presented as:
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v̂vs(k + 1) = Âx̂vs(k) +Bûvs(k)

Ĉx̂vs(k) +Dûvs(k) ≤ G
x̂vs(k) ∈ Rn, ûvs(k) ∈ {0, 1}m
x̂vs(0) = x̂vs0 , û

vs(0) ∈ {0, 1}m
(14)

Where, Â := Im, B̂ := −B̂− + B̂+, Ĉ := −Im, D̂ := B̂−, G := 0n, B̂− ∈ {0, 1}n×m,
x̂vs0 ∈ M, M = {η ∈ {0, 1}n}. Considering discrete dynamics mode for location of
produced product, path layout graph of assumption 1 shown in Fig. 1 is satisfied
and system is realized in accordance with equation (13).

3.3. Schedule algorithm model

Cost function of OTC routing problem is mainly researched in the Section.
δF (k) ∈ (0, 1) indicates mark of transit time. δF (k) = 1 indicates that all tasks
are completed. Then all produced product returns to parking lot at the time of
k. Otherwise, δF (k) = 0 is true. Besides, designated region of produced product s
indicates Ls. At the same time, xvsL (k) = 1 indicates produced product s occurs in
designated region at the time of k. Otherwise, . As for , there is vector that satisfies:{

x̂vsL (k) = gvsTL x̂vs(k)

gvsL := [gvsTLl1
gvsTLl2

· · · gvsTLl22
]T ∈ Rn

(15)

gvsLlij :=

{
0, lij 6= Lp

1, lij = Lp
(16)

Where, gvsLlij is the j element of gvsLli . The following rule is considered here:

M∑
k=0

δF (k) = 1 . (17)

S∑
s=1

x̂vsL (k) ≥ S, 0 ≤ k ≤M . (18)

Formula (7) indicates that transit time is less than or equal to forecast level M .
According to formula (17-18), it can be presented as the following inequation:

− gT3 x̂v(k) + S

k∑
t=0

δF (t) ≤ 0

gT3 x̂
v(k)− ε

k∑
t=0

δF (t) ≤ S − ε

(19)

0 ≤ k ≤M, gT3 := [gvITL · · · gvsTL ]T . (20)
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Where, ε is a small enough normal number. According to formula (17) and
formula (19), the following target function of minimum transit time can be obtained:

min J s.t J :=

M∑
k=0

kδF (k) . (21)

x̂vM (0) ∈ RnS(M+1), ûvM (0) ∈ RmSM and δFM (0) ∈ R(M+1) can be defined as respec-
tively: 

x̂vM (0) := [x̂v(0)T , x̂v(1)T , · · · , x̂v(M)T ]T

ûvM (0) := [ûv(0)T , · · · , ûv(M − 1)T ]T

δFM (0) := [δFM (0)T , δFM (1)T , · · · , δFM (M)T ]T

(22)

Under this situation, target function can be re-written as:

min
δFM (0)

J s.t J := GOδFM (0) . (23)

Where, x̂vM (0)can be defined as:

x̂vM (0) = ÂM x̂
v(0) + B̂M û

v
M (0) . (24)

Where, matrix GO can be defined as:

GO := [0, 1, · · · ,M ]T ∈ R(M+1) . (25)

ÂM =
[
1, Â, Â2, · · · , ÂM

]T
. (26)

B̂M :=


0 0 · · · 0

B̂ 0 · · · 0

ÂB̂ B̂ · · · 0
...

...
. . . 0

ÂM−1B̂ · · · ÂB̂ B̂

 . (27)

Constrains (1), (17), (19) can be presented as:

CM x̂
v
M (0) +DM û

v
M (0) + EMδFM (0) ≤ FM . (28)

4. Experiment analysis

Simulation experiment is used in the paper to verify and evaluate performance of
proposed algorithm (MOMA). During experiment process, extensible heterogeneous
simulation environment ¬ consisting of Intel AMD and other 31 treatment institutes
were established. Several kinds were selected from 32 kinds of computing material
randomly to be computing material for each experiment. The main purpose of the
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experiment is to verify convergence performance of multiple targets and computation
complexity for the algorithm in the Paper. Because optimization algorithm with
multiple targets for optimization of performance and production process oriented
at Cloud environment is rare, the classic multiple targets algorithm MOEA was
improved in the research experiment. Then it was compared with the algorithm in
the Paper.

S index and C index are used for evaluation index of convergence performance
of algorithm. Convergence performance of optimization solution set χ′ is measured
mainly based on S (χ′) for S index. S (χ′) indicates volume of hypercube for corre-
sponding target space of χ′. Because number for optimization solution obtained for
each algorithm is different, average S (χ′) is used in the Paper and it indicates quan-
tity of optimal solution obtained with S (χ′) to divide the algorithm. Convergence
index C can be defined as:

C (χ′′, χ′) :=
|{α′′ ∈ χ′′;∃α′ ∈ χ′ : α′ ≥ α′′}|

|χ′′|
. (29)

Where, χ′, χ′′ ∈ χ are two solution sets of decision variable. Value for C is selected
from 0 to 1. When C (χ′′, χ′) = 1, it means that solution in χ′′ is dominated by or
equal to χ′. When C (χ′′, χ′) = 0, it means all solutions in χ′′ cannot be dominated
by or equal to χ′. In contrast experiment, C (χ′′, χ′) and C (χ′, χ′′) were taken into
consideration in the Paper. Experiment results are shown in Fig. 5 to Fig. 7. Data
for confidence interval of average value and average value of 95% in 50 times of
experiments are shown in the figures.

Experiment result of schedule simulation for DAG task graph with different
scale is shown in Fig.5. It can be found from that figures that average value of
C (MOMA, MOEA) is always more than that of C (MOMA, MOEA) and confidence
intervals of C (MOMA, MOEA) are all more than that of C (MOMA, MOEA). It
indicates that superior optimal solution is generated with MOMA algorithm under
different task quantity (dimensionality of corresponding problems) and the perfor-
mance is more stable. Corresponding different task quantity (32, 64, 128, 256),
solution in MOEA optimal solution set is dominated by MOEA. Combining both of
them, it can be known that MOMA algorithm has superior convergence performance
compared with MOEA algorithm.

Experiment result of schedule simulation for different quantity of processor with
certain task number is shown in Fig. 6. As for corresponding different processor
quantity (4, 8, 16, 32), average rates for solution in MOEA optimal solution set
dominated by solution of MOMA are of 72%, 75%, 71%, and 40% respectively.
Average rates for solution in MOMA dominated by solution in MOEA are of 7%,
12%, 11%, 34% respectively. Average index S of MOMA algorithm is less than
that of MOEA. Therefore, it can be known that MOMA algorithm with different
quantity of processor has superior convergence performance compared with MOEA
algorithm.

In schedule simulation experiment of DAG task graph with different parallel
factors, the experiment result is shown in Fig.7. As for corresponding parallel factor
with different DAG task graph (0.5, 1, 2, 5), average rates for solution in MOEA
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optimal solution set dominated by solution in MOMA are of 71%, 75%, 74%, and
74%, while average rates for solution in MOMA optimal solution set dominated by
solution in MOEA are of 11%, 12%, 10%, and 12%. Average index S of MOMA is
less than that of MOEA.It can be found that influence of different parallel factors
of DAG task graph on confidence performance is less and MOMA algorithm has
superior convergence performance compared with MOEA algorithm.

 
  Fig. 5. C index and S index under different task quantity

 
  

Fig. 6. C index and S index under different quantity of processor

 

Fig. 7. C index and S index under different parallel coefficient

5. Conclusion

The Paper is to enhance the improvement for performance of process optimization
for quality management of lean production mode oriented at customized products
and design schedule optimization model under Cloud environment for process opti-
mization for quality management of lean production mode oriented at customized
products. Optimization constraint was simplified with Petri network model and
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dimensionality reduction for binary input of system state space was realized with
Finite Automaton (DFA) to reduce complexity of the model so as to verify the
validity of the algorithm.

Scheduling optimization algorithm with multiple tasks of lean production sys-
tem oriented at complex heterogeneous production enterprises was researched as
key point in the Paper. Available computing method was proposed to construct
flexible optimization scheduler for more practical optimization schedule with mul-
tiple targets. Targeted at dynamic characteristics and management requirement of
specific distributed production system of production enterprises, using suitable real-
time preference decision is of the same importance. This will be important work of
application and research for the method.
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